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Abstract—Recently, much attention has been paid to the green
design of wireless communication systems using energy efficiency
(EE) metrics that should capture all energy consumption sources
to deliver the required data. In this paper, we formulate an
accurate EE metric for cooperative two-hop systems that use
the amplify-and-forward relaying scheme. Different from the
existing research that assumes the availability of perfect channel
state information (CSI) at the communication cooperative nodes,
we assume a practical scenario, where training pilots are used
to estimate the channels. The estimated CSI can be used to
adapt the available resources of the proposed system in order
to maximize the EE. Two estimation strategies are assumed
namely disintegrated channel estimation, which assumes the
availability of channel estimator at the relay, and cascaded
channel estimation, where the relay is not equipped with channel
estimator and only forwards the received pilot(s) in order to
let the destination estimate the cooperative link. The channel
estimation cost is reflected on the EE metric by including the
estimation error in the signal-to-noise term and considering the
energy consumption during the estimation phase. Based on the
formulated EE metric, we propose an energy-aware power allo-
cation algorithm to maximize the EE of the cooperative system
with channel estimation. Furthermore, we study the impact of
the estimation parameters on the optimized EE performance via
simulation examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid advances in wireless communications technology
increase the widespread of wireless services and applications
in the daily life. To further enhance the network capacity and
obtain ubiquitous service, most of the research efforts are paid
to improve spectral efficiency and expand the service cover-
age. Recently, the energy demand has increased significantly,
which lead to a dramatic increase of the information and
communication technology CO2 footprint in the environment,
comparable to that of the global aviation industry [1]. Fur-
thermore, the wireless devices lifetime has to be prolonged
to meet the increased communication networks data traffic
requirements. These serious challenges motivate engineers to
steer the attention towards the energy-aware design, which
becomes a global design goal in both academic and industrial
communities [2], [3]. For this purpose, the energy efficiency

(EE) metric is adopted to capture all energy consumption
sources used in the communication scenario to deliver the
required data successfully [4].

Cooperative communications represent a powerful tech-
nology that provides reliable transmission by increasing the
throughput, expanding the coverage and mitigating the fad-
ing without the need of multiple antennas [5]. Cooperative
schemes create a virtual distributed antenna system using other
available nodes in the network, i.e., the relays. Therefore,
single-antenna communication nodes with limited-power ca-
pability can achieve large-distance reliable communications
by using cooperative schemes with a reduced cost. As a
result, cooperative communications are expected to participate
effectively towards energy efficient communications [6].

Recently, the EE of cooperative communications has been
investigated and a general framework for the energy-efficient
relaying techniques is discussed in [6]. The energy efficient
resource allocation problem is investigated for the decode-
and-forward (DF) in [7]–[12], and for the amplify-and-forward
(AF) in [13]–[20].

Designing energy-efficient AF relaying systems based on
imperfect or limited channel state information (CSI) is a chal-
lenging and interesting problem [18]–[20]. In [18], Zappone et
al. explored the power allocation problem of two-hop multiple-
input multiple-output AF cooperative system using statistical
CSI. The same authors extended the problem to include the
direct link and computed the optimal power of both source and
relay in addition to the optimal conditions of beamforming that
maximize the EE in [19]. In [20], Le et al. assumed a two-
hop AF relaying for the downlink multiuser communications,
which uses one bit feedback. The authors considered a fixed
data rate for multiple users, where the suggested centralized
and distributed strategies notify the base station if the received
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is below a certain threshold. To the
best of our knowledge, there are no research studies for the
EE of cooperative systems based on estimated CSI.

The contribution of this paper is three-fold: i) studying the
EE for a relay-assisted AF system based on two channels
estimation strategies, namely disintegrated channel estimation



(DCE) and cascaded channel estimation (CCE); ii) formulating
an accurate EE metric that captures the channel estimation
impact in the SNR and in the total power consumption; iii)
proposing an energy-aware algorithm that allocates the power
of the source and the relay nodes to maximize the EE of the
proposed system.

Notation: (.)T, (.)∗, and |.| denote transpose, conjugate, and
absolute value operations, respectively. E denotes expectation.
Bold upper-case letters denote the matrices and bold lower-
case letters denote the vectors. 1p is a vector of ones with
length p.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We assume a cooperative system consisting of a source node
(S), a destination node (D), and a half-duplex relay node (R).
The source node sends its data to the destination node via
the relay, where the direct link channel is assumed to be not
available at the destination due to high shadowing and fading
effects. We assume quasi static block fading channel, where
the channel is constant over a block of data. The relay node
is assumed to work in the AF mode through two orthogonal
transmission phases, called broadcasting and relaying. In the
first phase, S broadcasts its data to R and in the second phase,
S remains silent, while R transmits an amplified version of
the signal (after proper normalization) to D. Prior to the two
phases of data transmission, a sequence of pilots is sent via
the cooperative links to estimate the channels and adapt the S
and R powers accordingly. For channel estimation purpose,
we consider two channel estimation strategies: DCE and
CCE that use linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE)
estimator [21]. We employ these two strategies according
to the availability of channel estimator at R. Based on the
estimated CSI, the power of both S and R is allocated to
maximize the EE, as it will be discussed in the next sections.
We assume the channels of the cooperative link modelled as
complex Gaussian distribution random variables.

A. Disintegrated Channel Estimation (DCE)

The DCE strategy is suitable when the relay is equipped
with a channel estimator. As such, the channel estimation
occurs in two phases, broadcast channel estimation phase and
relying channel estimation phase. In the first phase, the source
sends N pilots and the relay receives them as

rR = xSRhSR + nR, (1)

where rR is the received signal vector of length N at the relay,
hSR is the fading channel coefficient of S → R link with zero
mean and variance equal to σ2

hSR
, and nR is complex additive

white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with zero mean and variance
equal to σ2

n, which is computed from σ2
n = N0NfB, where N0

is the thermal noise power spectral density, N f is the receiver
noise figure and B is the transmission bandwidth. The xSR

coefficient is defined as

xSR =
√
GSRPP,S1N , (2)

where PP,S is the power of a single pilot transmitted from
the source and GSR is the large scale power coefficient

that represents the path loss and is modelled as GSR =
(4πd0/λ)

−2
(dSR/d0)

−ν [22], where dSR is the distance
between S and R, d0 is the reference distance, λ is the
wavelength and ν is the path loss exponent. In the first es-
timation phase, the relay estimates hSR based on the LMMSE
estimation as [21]

ĥSR =
σ2
hSR

σ2
n +NGSRPP,Sσ2

hSR

xTSRrR. (3)

The mean square error (MSE) of ĥSR is expressed as [1]

σ2
e,SR =

σ2
hSR

σ2
n

σ2
n +NGSRPP,Sσ2

hSR

. (4)

In the relaying estimation phase, the relay sends N pilots to the
destination to estimate the hRD channel. The received pilot(s)
signal at the destination is expressed as

rD = xRDhRD + nD, (5)

where xRD =
√
GRDPP,R1N , hRD is the fading channel

for the R → D link with zero mean and variance of σ2
hRD

,
GRD is the corresponding path loss fading power coefficient,
where GRD = (4πd0/λ)

−2
(dRD/d0)

−ν , dRD is the distance
between R and D, PP,R is the power of the transmitted pilot
from the relay, and nD is the associated complex AWGN
vector with zero mean and variance σ2

n. The LMMSE of the
R→ D channel estimate is computed from [21]

ĥRD =
σ2
hRD

σ2
n +NGRDPP,Rσ2

hRD

xTRDrD, (6)

and the MSE of ĥRD is expressed as [21]

σ2
e,RD =

σ2
hRD

σ2
n

σ2
n +NGRDPP,Rσ2

hRD

. (7)

Thus, the cooperative channel link, i.e., S → R → D, is
estimated to be ĥSRĥRD with MSE σ2

e,DCE, which is found
to be [21]

σ2
e,DCE = σ2

e,SRσ
2
e,RD

×

(
1 +

NGRDPP,Rσ
2
hRD

σ2
n

+
NGSRPP,Sσ

2
hSR

σ2
n

)
. (8)

B. Cascaded Channel Estimation (CCE)

CCE strategy is adopted for the relay that is not equipped
with channel estimator. This estimation strategy occurs also
in two phases, broadcast and relaying phases, but the es-
timation of the cooperative link is done at the destination
terminal. In the first transmission phase, the relay receives
the pilot(s) signal and normalizes it to

√
EhSD,nD {rHR rR} =√

GSRPP,Sσ2
hSR

+ σ2
n before amplifying it with power

equals PP,R. At D, the received signal is normalized by√
1 +GRDPP,Rσ2

hRD
/
(
GSRPP,Sσ2

hSR
+ σ2

n

)
yielding

rD =

√
GSRGRDPP,SPP,R

GSRPP,Sσ2
hSR

+GRDPP,Rσ2
hRD

+ σ2
n

hSRhRD1N

+ ñD, (9)



where ñD is the equivalent additive noise vector at D after
the relaying phase and is expressed as

ñD =

√
1

GSRPP,Sσ2
hSR

+GRDPP,Rσ2
hRD

+ σ2
n

×(√
GRDPP,RhRDnR +

√
GSRPP,Sσ2

hSR
+ σ2

nnD

)
. (10)

The MSE of ĥSRD is computed from [21]

ĥSRD =
σ2
hSR

σ2
hRD

σ2
n +NGSRDPP,SPP,Rσ2

hSR
σ2
hRD

xTSRDrD, (11)

where GSRD is defined as

GSRD =
GSRGRD

GSRPP,Sσ2
hSR

+GRDPP,Rσ2
hRD

+ σ2
n

. (12)

The estimation MSE for the S → R → D channel for the
CCE strategy is expressed as [21]

σ2
e,CCE =

σ2
hSR

σ2
hRD

σ2
n

σ2
n +NGSRDPP,SPP,Rσ2

hSR
σ2
hRD

. (13)

III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF TWO-HOP AF COOPERATIVE
SYSTEM WITH ESTIMATED CSI

In this section, we formulate the EE metric for the two-
hop AF cooperative system by taking into account the channel
estimation cost. This cost appears as a reduction in the SNR
that results from the estimation error and an increase in the
energy consumption as a result of pilot(s) transmission and
reception. The EE metric is defined as

ηEE =
ηSE
PTotal

bit/Hz/joule, (14)

where ηSE is the spectral efficiency of the transmitted data and
PTotal is the total power consumption of all participated nodes
during the packet transmission, which includes the consumed
power for data and pilots during transmission and reception.
The spectral efficiency of the two-hop AF cooperative system
is expressed in terms of the source and relay powers, PS and
PR, respectively, as

ηSE =
1

2
log2

(
1 +

γSRDPSPR

εSRDPSPR + αSRPS + αRDPR + 1

)
,

(15)

where γSRD is the channel-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the coop-
erative link, i.e., S → R→ D link, and is written as

γSRD =


GSRGRD|ĥSR|2|ĥRD|2

σ4
n

for DCE

GSRGRD|ĥSRD|2
σ4
n

for CCE
, (16)

αSR is the CNR of the S → R link and is expressed as

αSR =


GSR|ĥSR|2

σ2
n

for DCE
GSRσ

2
hSR

σ2
n

for CCE
, (17)

αRD is the CNR of the R→ D link and is expressed as

αRD =


GRD|ĥRD|2

σ2
n

for DCE
GRDσ

2
RD

σ2
n

for CCE
, (18)

and εSRD is the estimation MSE-to-noise ratio and is expressed
as

εSRD =


GSRGRDσ

2
e,DCE

σ4
n

for DCE
GSRGRDσ

2
e,CCE

σ4
n

for CCE
. (19)

We observe that the unavailability of individual link channel
estimates in CCE forces us to use the expected values of the
channel gain instead of the actual value [21], as can be seen
in (17) and (18).

The spectral efficiency can be approximated as

ηSE ≈
1

2
log2 (1 + γSRDf (PS, PR)) , (20)

where f (PS, PR) = PSPR/ (εSRDPSPR + αSRPS + αRDPR).
The total power consumed during the proposed two-hop AF

communication scenario is given by

PTotal =
1

2
(κSPS + κRPR) + Pc, (21)

where κS and κR are constants that depend on the power
amplifier efficiency of S and R, respectively, and Pc is the
power consumed in all circuits, which can be written as

Pc =
1

2
(Pct,S + Pcr,R + Pct,R + Pcr,D) + Pc,CE. (22)

The subscripts ct and cr denote the transmission and reception
circuits, respectively, and Pc,CE is the power consumed during
the channel estimation phase, which can be expressed as

Pc,CE =
ρ

2
(κSPP,S + Pct,S + Pcr,R)

+
ρ

2
(κRPP,R + Pct,R + Pcr,D) , (23)

where ρ represents the pilots-to-data ratio in the transmitted
packet.

We observe from the EE expression in (14) and related
equations that improving the channel estimation via either
increasing the pilots’ power or the number of pilots can
improve significantly the SNR, but it does not necessarily
improve the EE. In addition, we need to adjust the data power
allocated to S and R to maximize the EE for a given estimation
quality. In the following section, we focus on this problem and
propose an algorithm to solve the EE maximization problem
for the two-hop AF cooperative system working with either
CCE or DCE.

IV. ENERGY-EFFICIENT POWER ALLOCATION

In this section, we assume fixed known channel estimation
parameters represented by the number of pilots, pilot(s) power
and pilot(s) density with respect to the data, and we optimize
the data power at both S and R to maximize the EE. The
power allocation problem is defined based on (20) as

max
PS,PR

ηEE

subject to 0 < PS ≤ PS,max

0 < PR ≤ PR,max, (24)

where PS,max and PR,max are the maximum power budget
of S and R, respectively. To solve this nonlinear fractional
problem, we use the Dinkelbach method [23] to convert the



non-concave fractional function into a concave function, which
leads to the following equivalent optimization problem

max
PS,PR

FEE (PS, PR)

subject to 0 < PS ≤ PS,max

0 < PR ≤ PR,max, (25)

where FEE (PS, PR) is defined as

FEE (PS, PR) =

(
1

log 2

)
log (1 + γSRDf (PS, PR))

− q (κSPS + κRPR + Pc) , (26)

and q is a constant that is equal to the maximum EE value, i.e.,
q = max ηEE. In other words, if (P ∗S , P

∗
R) = argmax ηEE,

then FEE (P ∗S , PR
∗) = 0 for a unique value of q [23].

To study the concavity of FEE (PS, PR), we first study
the concavity of f (PS, PR) by computing its Hessian matrix,
which is found to be written as

∇2f (PS, PR) =
−2

(εSRDPSy + αSRPS + αRDPR)
3×[

αRDP
2
R (εSRDPR + αSR) −αSRαRDPRPS

−αSRαRDPRPS αSRP
2
S (εSRDPS + αRD)

]
.

(27)

Then we find that for any real vector z = [z1 z2]

zT∇2f (PS, PR) z = − 2αSRαRD

(εSRDPS + αSRPS + αRDPR)
3×[

(PRz1 − PSz2)
2
+
εSRD

αSR
P 2
Rz

2
1 +

εSRD

αRD
P 3
S z

2
2

]
< 0, (28)

which proves the concavity of f (PS, PR). Thus, based on the
operations that preserve concavity [24], FEE (PS, PR) can be
proven to be concave.

To solve (25), we differentiate FEE with respect to PS and
equate the result to zero obtaining

αRDγSRDf
2 (PS, PR)

P 2
S (1 + γSRDf (PS, PR))

− qκS log 2 = 0. (29)

Similarly, by differentiating FEE with respect to PR and
equating the result to zero, we obtain

γSRDαSRf
2 (PS, PR)

P 2
R (1 + γSRDf (PS, PR))

− qκR log 2 = 0. (30)

Based on (29) and (30), PR can be expressed in terms of PS as

PR = βPS, β =

√
αSRκS
αRDκR

. (31)

The optimization problem in (25) can be simplified and
formulated to an equivalent problem in terms of PS as follows

max
PS

F (PS)

subject to 0 < PS ≤ Pmax, (32)

where Pmax = min
(
PS,max,

1
βR,max

)
and the modified

objective function F (PS) is expressed as

F (PS) =
1

log 2
log

(
1 +

γSRDβPS

εSRDβPS + αSR + αRDβ

)
− q ((κS + κRβ)PS + Pc) , (33)

TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS.

Pct,S = Pct,R = 112mW κS = κR = 2.88 ν = 3.5
PS,max = 120mW PR,max = 120mW λ = 0.12 m

Pcr,R = Pcr,D = 98mW dSD = 300 m B = 10 KHz
dRD = 0.5dSD m dSR = 0.5dSD m d0 = 1m
σ2
hRD

= σ2
hSR

= 1 Nf = 7dB N = 1

PP,S = PP,R = 120mW N0 = −171 dBm/Hz ρ = N/(20−N)

where for (P ∗S , P
∗
R) = argmax ηEE, we have F (P ∗S ) = 0 for

a unique q value [23].
The equivalent simplified optimization problem is still con-

cave problem where one can find easily that ∂2F(PS)
∂P 2

S
≤ 0.

After differentiating F (PS) with respect to PS and equating
the result to zero, PS can be computed assuming known q from

PS =
(αSR + αRDβ)

2 (2εSRD + γSRD) δβ
×(√

1− 4δ

(
1− γSRDβ/ (αSR + αRDβ)

q (κS + κRβ) (log 2)

)
− 1

)
, (34)

where δ is defined as

δ =
(εSRD + γSRD) εSRD

(2εSRD + γSRD)
2 .

To find the optimal solution of (24), we develop Algorithm I
that uses the Dinklebach method and calculate iteratively the
energy-efficient power allocation solution.

Algorithm I

1: Input initial value P (0)
S = PS,max, the maximum relative

error in computing the power (εmax) and the maxi-
mum allowable value of F (PS) as Fmax.

2: Set i = 0 and F
(
PS

(i)
)
=∞.

3: while F
(
PS

(i)
)
> Fmax do

4: q ← F
(
PS

(i)
)

.
5: Compute PS from (34).
6: P

(i+1)
S ← min

(
max(PS, 0), PS,max,

1
βPR,max

)
.

7: i← i+ 1.
8: end while
9: Compute PR from (31) using P (i)

S .
10: Output P (i)

S and PR.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide a numerical evaluation of the
proposed energy-efficient power allocation algorithm for the
two-hop AF cooperative system using the two estimation
strategies, i.e., CCE and DCE. The circuits power consumption
parameters are considered from [9] and listed with other
simulation parameters in Table I. The simulation examples
use these parameters, unless otherwise specified.

Simulation Example 1: In the first simulation example, we
compare the EE of the proposed cooperative system using the
exact spectral efficiency expression in (15) and the approxi-
mate expression in (20). For this purpose, we plot the EE of
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Fig. 1. Exact and approximate EE expressions versus SNR for both CCE and
DCE strategies assuming different number of pilots.

both expressions versus the average end-to-end SNR in Fig. 1
for both strategies CCE and DCE assuming different number
of pilots. The power terms of S and R are assumed to be
PS = PS,max, PR = PR,max and equal maximum power for
the pilots. We observe that the approximate EE expression
gives a very good match with the exact expression for both
methods in different SNR regions1.

Simulation Example 2: The proposed framework consid-
ers the estimation cost into the account in designing the
energy-efficient cooperative system. This example examines
the importance of this consideration by comparing the energy-
efficient design based on perfect CSI and estimated CSI. The
perfect-CSI-based design is done by assuming zero estimation
error, i.e. εSRD = 0, and by neglecting the power consumed
during the estimation phase, i.e., Pc,CE = 0. To investigate
the impact of channel estimation on the design, we consider
three scenario with different number of pilots, N = 1, 3, 5
with maximum power budget of 1.2 W. According to the
comparison results in Fig. 2, the importance of the estimated-
based increases with the increase of number of pilots.

Simulation Example 3: In this example, we study the effect
of the number of pilots (N ) and their power on the EE
performance of the two-hop AF cooperative systems. In the
following simulations we assume symmetrical equal pilots
power at both S and R and that the pilots power changes from
1 mW to its maximum budget value of 120 mW. Increasing the
number of pilots and/or their power is expected to improve the
estimation quality for both techniques [21].In the following,
we investigate whether the same performance trend is followed
with EE or not. Fig. 3 shows the EE of both the CCE and
DCE strategies versus the pilots power for different number
of pilots. For the single pilot scenario, i.e., N = 1, we observe
that the EE performance improves with the increase of pilots’
power, while this trend changes when the number of pilots
increases to 3 and 5. Specifically, maximum power-optimized

1Similar results are observed also for different relay locations but are not
included due to space limitations.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the EE design based on perfect and estimated
CSI for both CCE and DCE strategies assuming different number of pilots.
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Fig. 3. EE versus the power of pilots assuming different number of pilots
for both CCE and DCE strategies.

EE can be achieved at PP,S = PP,R = 60 mW for N = 3,
and PP,S = PP,R = 35 mW for N = 5. These results indicate
that there is also an optimal power value for the single pilot
case, but it is expected to be more than the available budget.
The existence of the optimal pilots power for maximum EE
means that this power value gives a good channel estimate and
the MSE can be considered acceptable in this communication
scenario. The acceptable MSE for both N = 3 and N = 5 is
approximately the same and equals 6× 10−3.

Simulation Example 4: Through this example, we aim to
study the effect of the relay location on the EE performance.
Fig. 4 plots the EE versus the relative relay location with
respect to the destination for three cases that correspond to
different maximum power budgets at both S and R. Case
1 represents the assumption of symmetrical coefficients, i.e.,
equal systems parameters at both S and R as listed in Table
I with PS,max = PR,max = 120 mW, while Case 2 is for
reduced S power budget with PS,max = 12 mW, and Case 3
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Fig. 4. EE versus the relative relay location with respect to the S−D distance
for both the CCE and DCE strategies.

is for reduced R power budget with PR,max = 12 mW. We
observe that in Case 1, the system parameters listed in Table I
are symmetric; thus, the EE performance is symmetric versus
relay location with maximum performance at the middle
location between S and R. As the system parameters become
asymmetrical, the EE performance becomes also asymmetri-
cal. The optimal R location is near S when the S power budget
is less than the R, while it it near D when the R power budget
is less than for S.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the channel estimation cost of the two-hop
AF cooperative system is reflected in the EE metric in both
reducing the SNR and increasing the power consumption.
Two estimation strategies are adopted, namely CCE and DCE,
depending on the availability of the channel estimator at the
relay node. Then, the power allocation problem for the two-
hop AF cooperative systems is considered to maximize the
EE assuming estimated. An energy-aware power allocation
algorithm is then proposed to maximize the EE metric of
the cooperative system with both estimation strategies. The
EE cooperative system achieves notable energy saving at
both medium and high SNR regions. Considering the channel
estimation impact in the design is important when the number
and/or power of pilots increase. Increasing the accuracy of the
channel estimation may not always improve the EE perfor-
mance; instead, it is recommended to tune the estimator to
achieve an acceptable MSE from the EE perspective.
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